
FDA HEALTH WARNING!
THE FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT FLU ANTI

VIRALS/VACCINES
The Japanese Ministry of Health has already explicitly warned people between 10 and 19 years not to take Tamiflu.

FDA Recommends New Severe Warnings
for AntiFlu Drugs Tamiflu, Relenza

Numerous reports from Japan and other countries are showing that
Tamiflu and Relenza can cause devastating, tragic side effects, such as:

1. Hallucinations
2. Delusional behaviour
3. Loss of contact with reality
4. Convulsions

5. Nausea and vomiting
6. Psychosis
7. Suicidal behaviour
8. Death of both adults & children

The FDA staff recommended that Tamiflu’s label be changed to note that
“in some cases, these behaviours resulted in serious injuries, including
death, in adult and pediatric patients." The FDA staff also recommended
Relenza’s label be changed to state that “reports of hallucinations,
delirium and abnormal behaviour”have been observed in some patients
taking the drug.

Children Are At An Increased Risk
Children in particular are considered at the highest risk when taking
these drugs. Five deaths linked to Tamiflu occurred among children
falling from balconies or suddenly running into traffic.

FDA [Food and Drug Administration] experts studied nearly 600 cases,
mostly in Japan, and found three Japanese adults committed suicide and
22 more youths under 21 died after taking Tamiflu. Similarly, the FDA
studied 115 reports of abnormal psychiatric behaviour among people
taking Relenza, including 74 children.

PLEASE TURN OVER TO READ WHATS BEHIND THE SWINE FLU
PROPAGANDA

REVERSE SIDE OF LEAFLET

The Swine Flu Propaganda Explained
All the fear mongering nonsense about Avian Flu/Bird flu  and now swine flu 
over the past few years was to condition the population that something big was
bound to break out sooner or later. Then, when they decided the time was right 
like in Mexico City  they ramped up the media / government / experts to put us
in a state of fear  saying that this was the start of a pandemic. But just like
1918, only a few died at first [these deaths are just normal occurrences].
However, they are still saying this could explode when winter comes. Therefore,
governments will now suggest or enforce that the population are vaccinated 
before winter comes  hence the large stockpiles of vaccines already in place.
Then just like with AIDS and with the killer smallpox vaccine, you'll see people
dieing more and more as winter approaches  not because of some swine virus
but because of the lethal cocktail of poisons in the vaccine! This is a repeat of the
1918 Spanish flu vaccine massacre! (See below)

From: http://www.whale.to/vaccine/sf1.html
CHAPTER 2 THE SPANISH INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC OF 1918 WAS CAUSED BY
VACCINATIONS
“I WAS AN ONTHESPOT OBSERVER OF THE 1918 INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC”
All the doctors and people who were living at the time of the 1918 Spanish
Influenza epidemic say it was the most terrible disease the world has ever had.
Strong men, hale and hearty, one day would be dead the next. The disease had
the characteristics of the black death added to typhoid, diphtheria, pneumonia,
smallpox, paralysis and all the diseases the people had been vaccinated with
immediately following World War 1. Practically the entire population had been
injected "seeded" with a dozen or more diseases — or toxic serums. When all
those doctormade diseases started breaking out all at once it was tragic.
That pandemic dragged on for two years, kept alive with the addition of more
poison drugs administered by the doctors who tried to suppress the symptoms.
As far as I could find out, the flu hit only the vaccinated. Those who had refused
the shots escaped the flu. My family had refused all the vaccinations so we
remained well all the time. We knew from the health teachings of Graham, Trail,
Tilden and others, that people cannot contaminate the body with poisons without
causing disease.

A recent article in my local paper discussed stock piling of medical gowns and
masks for an expected flu outbreak that could kill 1 in 80 people:
DID THEY KNOW A SWINE FLU SCARE WAS ABOUT TO BREAK OUT?

From:
http://www.thisisderbyshire.co.uk/news/flupandemickill80/article
874746detail/article.html
Flu pandemic 'could kill up to one in 80'
Monday, April 06, 2009, 07:30
Medical gowns and masks have been stockpiled and plans are in place to give
information and drugs to the public to stop the spread of the killer disease.
Experts fear a 15week pandemic could kill 12,000 people in the county.

PLEASE VISIT WWW.CHECKTHEEVIDENCE.COM FOR MORE INFO

http://www.thisisderbyshire.co.uk/news/flu-pandemic-kill-80/article-

